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Magnetooptic Effects in Surface-Plasmon-Polaritons
Slab Waveguides
B. Sepúlveda, L. M. Lechuga, and G. Armelles
Abstract—This paper analyzes the magnetooptic (MO) effects
in surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) propagating in thin metallic
layers as a function of the metal thickness. Two different con-
figurations are analyzed: a ferromagnetic metal surrounded by
nonmagnetic dielectrics and a nonmagnetic metal bounded by
ferromagnetic dielectrics. Depending on the configuration and the
thickness of the metallic layer, waveguides with very low attenu-
ation losses and high MO effects can be obtained. These configu-
rations could be used to design MO active devices in SPP-based
optics.
Index Terms—Isolators, magnetooptic (MO) effects, magneto-
optic (MO) waveguides, nonreciprocal waveguides, surface
plasmon polariton (SPP), surface plasmon polariton (SPP)
waveguides.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE REDUCTION of the dimensions of the conventionaloptical components in the way to the nanooptic is re-
stricted by the diffraction limit of the light. However, this
barrier can be overcome with the surface plasmon polariton
(SPP)-based optic. The surface plasmons (SPs) are collective
oscillations of the metal electron gas that propagate at the
interface of a metal and a dielectric. Such oscillations generate
highly confined electromagnetic fields whose maximum am-
plitude is located at the interface and decays exponentially at
both sides of the interface. Therefore, thin films of noble metals
can be used as waveguides for the SP. Besides, the nanoscale
modification of the metal layers can lead to the manipulation
and control of the SP in the submicrometer range [1]. Within
this context, experimental and theoretical works describing
two-dimensional (2-D) SPP confinement in strip waveguides
[2]–[7] and mirrors, divisors or interferometers with 2-D con-
finement have been reported recently [8], [9]. These compo-
nents are the basis for the development of very attractive passive
nanooptic devices. In a next stage, it would be desirable to
achieve active components to control the propagation properties
of the SPP, like the ones that exist in the conventional integrated
optics as switches, modulators, or isolators. Such devices could
be based on magnetooptic (MO) effects. However, there is
little work concerned with the study of the MO properties
in the propagation of SPP up to date. For example, the MO
effects of surface plasmons in semi-infinite media has been
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Fig. 1. Structure of the layers in an SPP waveguide.
treated in [10] and [11]; the dispersion relation of magneto-
plasma modes in thin films in the nonretarded or very thin
film limits without losses has been studied in [12]–[14]; the
enhancement of the MO Kerr effects in multilayers of noble
and ferromagnetic metals have been reported in [15]–[17];
or the effect of the application of a magnetic field in the
extraordinary transmission through a nanostructured metal film
has been described in [18]. Here, we analyze the propagation
properties of SPPs guided by lossy metallic layers for different
orientations of the magnetization as a function of the thickness
of the metallic layer, without making any approximation in the
calculation of the dispersion relation and field distribution of
the SPP modes. In this study, two configurations are consid-
ered: a nonmagnetic metallic layer bounded by a ferromagnetic
dielectric material like the yttrium iron garnets (YIGs) and a
ferromagnetic metallic layer like cobalt surrounded by non-
magnetic dielectric media. Ferrimagnetic YIGs have attracted
great interest in the integrated optics field due to their high
transparency at communication wavelengths. In addition, YIGs
are soft magnetic materials showing in-plane magnetization
and very low saturation magnetic field, below 50 Oe [19],
making their technological application more feasible. On the
other hand, ferromagnetic metals show stronger attenuation
losses than the metals typically used in plasmonic applications,
limiting its use within this field. Regarding the magnetic prop-
erties, polycrystalline thin cobalt layers also exhibit in-plane
magnetization and low saturation magnetic field, around 50 Oe.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly in-
troduces the optical properties of the SPP in the isotropic
media and describes the theoretical formalisms used in the MO
calculations. Meanwhile, Section III shows the calculations of
the MO effects for the different orientations of the magneti-
zation. Finally, Section IV will analyze the most interesting
configurations more deeply in order to use their properties for
technological applications.
II. THEORETICAL FORMALISM
In Fig. 1, we present a schematic of the system under con-
sideration, which is formed by a metallic layer whose thickness
0733-8724/$20.00 © 2006 IEEE
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Fig. 2. Real and imaginary parts of the propagation wavevector kx for the
SPP modes (SM and AM) in a gold layer surrounded by a dielectric medium
with εd = 4.84, as a function of the gold thickness. The inset in the imaginary
part of kx displays the field distribution of the y component of the magnetic
field Hy of the SM and AM.
is given by d and surrounded by two dielectric materials. This
metallic layer acts as a waveguide for the SPP, where we
assume that the SPP propagation is along the x direction. If
the metallic layer is thick enough, two independent bounded
surface plasmons can be excited in the metallic layer—one in
each metal/dielectric interface. The dispersion relation ω(kx) of
these surface plasmons is obtained by solving the well-known
equation [20]
kx = k0
√
εmεdi
εm + εdi
(1)
where k0 = ω/c, ω denotes the frequency, c denotes the speed
of light in vacuum, and εdi and εm are the dielectric constants of
the dielectrics and the metal, respectively. At the same time, the
electric and the magnetic fields of the SPP E(r, t) and H(r, t)
show an exponential decay towards the metal and the dielectric
media and a transversal magnetic (TM) polarization.
As the metallic layer thickness decreases, there is an in-
teraction between the surface plasmons of both interfaces
[21]–[23]. If the dielectric media at both sides of the metallic
layer are the same, the interaction between the SP gives rise
to two electromagnetic guided modes: one with a symmetric
distribution of the electromagnetic field called the symmetric
mode (SM) and another with an antisymmetric field distribution
denoted as the antisymmetric mode (AM), as can be seen in the
Fig. 3. Real and imaginary parts of the propagation wavevector kx for SPP
modes (LIM and HIM) in a gold layer surrounded by a dielectric medium
with εd1 = 4.84 at one side and dielectric material with a higher dielectric
constant εd2 = 6.25 at the other, as a function of the gold thickness. In this
configuration, the cutoff of the LIM is produced at gold thickness of 40 nm.
The inset in the imaginary part of kx displays the field distributions of the y
component of the magnetic field Hy of the LIM and HIM.
inset of Fig. 2. As a result, the electromagnetic field of the SM
spreads out in the dielectric media when the thickness of the
metallic layer decreases, diminishing strongly its attenuation
losses. For that reason, this mode is called the long-range mode.
Meanwhile, the AM penetrates deeper into the metal causing
an enhancement in its attenuation losses. This is better seen
in Fig. 2 where we present the real and the imaginary parts
of the propagation wave vector kx as functions of the metallic
thickness for a gold layer surrounded by dielectric media. In
these calculations, the dielectric constants of gold [24] and the
dielectric medium are εm = −90.11 + i10.07 and εd = 4.84,
respectively, at a wavelength of 1500 nm. The selected εd is
similar to the dielectric constant of the YIG at that wavelength
[19]. On the other hand, if the dielectric media have different
refractive indexes and the metallic layer is thick enough, the
SPP modes at each metal/dielectric interface show different
wave vectors and field distributions. When the metallic thick-
ness is reduced, the interaction of both SPP no longer produces
symmetric or antisymmetric field distributions. However, there
is still a reduction of the attenuation losses for one of the two
modes as the thickness of the metallic layer is decreased. This
behavior can be seen in Fig. 3, where we present the same
case as in Fig. 2; but now, one of the dielectric media has a
dielectric constant of εd2 = 6.25, similar to the one of the TiO2
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or ZnSe at 1500 nm. These modes can be denoted as the lower
index mode (LIM) or the higher index mode (HIM), depending
on the location of the maximum amplitude with respect to the
dielectric media as the inset of Fig. 3 shows. The electromag-
netic field of the LIM extends toward the higher index dielec-
tric medium as the thickness of the metallic layer decreases.
Consequently, its attenuation loss is reduced up to the cutoff
thickness where the mode is no longer guided. Accordingly,
this mode is also called the long-range mode. In opposition,
the HIM shows a deeper penetration into the metal and stronger
attenuation losses.
Such behavior of the electromagnetic modes with the film
thickness is also valid when any of the media present an MO
activity. However, the theoretical treatment of these modes is
more complicated since the magnetization causes the coupling
of the different components of the electromagnetic fields. For
example, up to the first order in magnetization, the dielec-
tric tensor of an MO active material with cubic symmetry is
given by
ε =

 ε aMz aMy−aMz ε −aMx
−aMy aMx ε

 (2)
where a is the MO constant and Mis are the different com-
ponents of the magnetization. As can be observed in this
nonsymmetric dielectric tensor, the nondiagonal elements of
the dielectric tensor are responsible for the coupling of the elec-
tromagnetic components. Therefore, in general, the transversal
electric (TE) and TM polarizations cannot be treated separately.
Then, to calculate the dispersion relation of the bounded modes
when MO media are involved, the 4 × 4 matrix formalism
developed by Vassell [25] can be used. This formalism has
been employed to calculate the guided modes for arbitrary
anisotropic layered dielectric waveguides. Such formalism is
based on the continuity of the tangential components of the
electromagnetic fields at the interfaces of each layer (x and y
components) and the imposition of an evanescent field behavior
at both sides of the layer stack. Accordingly, the calculation
of the dispersion relation and the field distribution of the SPP
guided modes when MO media are involved can be carried out
identically.
Within this formalism, the tangential components at both
sides of the multilayer are related by a 4 × 4 total transfer
matrix, which is calculated through the ordered product of the
partial 4 × 4 matrix of each layer


Exi
Eyi
Hxi
Hyi

 =


T11 T12 T13 T14
T21 T22 T23 T24
T31 T32 T33 T34
T41 T42 T43 T44




Exf
Eyf
Hxf
Hyf

 (3)
where the subscripts i and f represent the initial and fi-
nal media, respectively. The partial transfer matrix of an
arbitrary anisotropic layer is obtained through the following
equation [26]
Tp = exp{ik0∆d} = β0I+ β1∆+ β2∆2 + β3∆3 (4)
where d is the thickness of the layer, I is the identity 4 × 4
matrix, and matrix ∆ is given by
∆ =


−kx ε31ε33 −kx ε32ε33 0 1−
k2x
ε33
0 0 −1 0
ε23
ε31
ε33
− ε21 k2x − ε22 + ε23 ε32ε33 0 kx ε23ε33
ε11 − ε13 ε31ε33 ε12 − ε13 ε321ε33 0 −kx ε13ε33

 .
(5)
In this matrix, εij represents the different elements of the
dielectric tensor. In addition, the different scalars βi must
satisfy the following set of equations
exp{ik0qkd} =
4∑
j=1
βjq
j
k k = 1, . . . , 4 (6)
where qk are the eigenvalues of matrix ∆.
The imposition of the exponential decay in the initial and
final media, together with the continuity of the electromagnetic
field components parallel to the interfaces of the layer stack,
give rise to a homogeneous system of equations. The nontrivial
solution of this system generates an equation whose resolution
gives the transverse resonant condition, that is, the component
of the wave vector of the SPP parallel to the direction of prop-
agation (kx). Once kx is calculated, the electromagnetic field
distribution in each layer can be determined. One advantage
of this formalism is that it provides exact analytical solutions
that can be used to generate more complicated structures, like
stripes, through numerical methods [27]. This formalism will
be used in Section III to calculate the dispersion relation and
the field distribution of the bounded SPP modes as a function
of the metallic film thickness for the different orientations of
the magnetization in the MO media.
III. MO EFFECTS
A. Transversal Magnetization
First, let us treat the case of the magnetization in the transver-
sal directions My = M and Mx = Mz = 0. In this configura-
tion of the magnetization, the dielectric tensor is given by
ε =

 ε 0 aM0 ε 0
−aM 0 ε

 . (7)
As a consequence, the magnetization couples the x and the
z components of the electric fields Ex and Ez , maintaining
the independence of the TE and the TM polarizations in the
Maxwell equations. Therefore, the SPP guided modes will keep
the TM behavior in this configuration.
To understand the MO behavior of the SPP guided modes in
a metallic layer, we first consider the case of a single interface
separating a metal and a dielectric. We assume that the metal is
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Fig. 4. Equivalence relations between SPP waveguides as a function of the
direction of the magnetization of the dielectric layers. The electromagnetic field
distribution corresponds to the y component of the magnetic field Hy .
not magnetic, while the dielectric medium shows MO activity
like the ferromagnetic dielectric YIG [see Fig. 4(a)]. In this
case, the wave vector of the SPP mode kx is as in (8), shown at
the bottom of the page.
In (8), εm is the dielectric constant of the metal, εd and ad are
the dielectric and the MO constants of the dielectric medium,
M is the magnetization of the ferromagnetic dielectric, and
the ± sign corresponds to the two possible directions of the
magnetization. As can be observed, the wave vector of the
surface plasmon of a single interface depends on the direction
of the magnetization. Also, the following relation between
forward and backward traveling modes is satisfied [28]
k+x (±M) = −k−x (∓M) (9)
where the (+) and (−) superscripts represent forward and back-
ward traveling modes, respectively. Therefore, if k+x (M) =
k+x (−M), then the forward and the backward traveling modes
also have different dispersion relations, i.e., the magnetization
induces a nonreciprocity in the dispersion relation ω(kx) =
ω(−kx).
The interchange of the metallic and the dielectric media of
Fig. 4(a) is equivalent to the interchange of the positive and
the negative directions of the z-axis in the Maxwell equations.
Therefore, the situations depicted in Fig. 4(a) and (b) are
completely equivalent—showing the same dispersion relation.
Then, we consider the case of the nonmagnetic metallic layer
surrounded by two identical ferromagnetic dielectrics (d1 and
d2) assuming that the magnetization in both dielectric media
are pointing in the positive direction of the y-axis as shown
in Fig. 4(c). As we have mentioned before, two independent
SPP modes can be excited for thick layers—one in each
metal/dielectric interface. Therefore, the mode located at the
d1/metal interface shows the propagating wave vector (kx)
Fig. 5. Real and imaginary parts of the propagation wave vector kx for a gold
layer surrounded by YIGs with magnetizations pointing in the positive direction
of the y-axis as a function of the metal thickness. These solutions are compared
with the semi-infinite solutions and the solutions without magnetization. In this
configuration, the inversion of the magnetization does not change the wave
vector.
corresponding to the solution of (8) for a positive value of
the magnetization, whereas the mode located at the d2/metal
interface corresponds to the negative value of the magnetiza-
tion. Such a behavior is a consequence of the equivalence of
the situations shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b). The reduction of the
thickness of the metallic layer and the consequent coupling
of the SPP generate the SM and the AM—producing the loss
of the nonreciprocal effect. This behavior can be observed in
Fig. 5, where the dispersion relation of the SPP for a gold
layer surrounded by YIGs with magnetizations parallel to the
positive direction of the y-axis as a function of the metal
thickness is depicted. In these simulations, we have assumed
that the diagonal element of the dielectric tensor of the YIG is
εd = 4.84, while the nondiagonal MO element is aM = 0.005i
[19] for a saturated magnetization.
In these graphs, we represent the thickness dependence of
the wave vector of the SPP with and without magnetization in
the dielectric layer, together with the solutions for one interface
kx(±M) = k0
√√√√√εm
(
εmεd + ε2d + (adM)2 ± 2εmadM
√
εmεd
(εm−εd)2+(adM)2
)
(εm + εd)2 + (adM)2
(8)
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Fig. 6. Real and imaginary parts of the propagation wave vector kx for a gold
layer surrounded by YIGs with the magnetizations in opposite directions as a
function of the gold thickness. These solutions are compared with the solution
with the magnetizations inverted, with the solutions without magnetization, and
with the semi-infinite solutions.
given by (1) and (8) as horizontal lines. As can be observed,
if the magnetization is not considered, the solutions of the SM
and the AM converge to the value given by (1) for thick layers.
In this situation, the top and bottom interfaces are equivalent,
and the SPP show the same dispersion relation. However,
when the magnetization is introduced, the solutions of the SM
and the AM converge to the different values of (8). In contrast,
the difference between the wave vectors with and without
magnetization tends quickly to zero as the metallic thickness is
reduced, and the inversion of the magnetization does not change
the dispersion relation of the SM and the AM. In conclusion,
the interaction between the SPPs in a symmetric configuration
of dielectric layers and magnetization produces the cancellation
of the nonreciprocal effect.
On the other hand, when the magnetizations of the dielectric
media are in opposite directions, as the case in Fig. 4(d), the MO
effects are different as can be observed in Fig. 6. In the case of
thick layers, the independent SPP modes at the top and bottom
interfaces are equivalent and have the same dispersion relation
given by one of the values of (8). As a consequence, the SM and
the AM tend to this value as the metallic thickness increases, as
observed in Fig. 6. The inversion of the magnetization in both
layers produces a shift in the wave vector of both SPPs to the
other solution of (8). Therefore, when the magnetizations of the
dielectric media are in opposite directions, the interaction of
the two SPP modes does not cancel the nonreciprocal effect
Fig. 7. Difference of kx when the magnetization is inverted [kx(M)−
kx(−M)] for a gold layer surrounded by YIGs with the magnetizations in
opposite directions as a function of the gold thickness.
induced by the magnetization (i.e., k+x (M) = k+x (−M) for the
SM and the AM).
The difference induced in kx by the inversion of the mag-
netizations of the dielectric layers as a function of the metal
thickness is shown in Fig. 7.
As can be observed, the nonreciprocal displacement of kx
tends slowly to zero in the SM as the thickness of the metal
layer is diminished. Also, Fig. 7 shows that the reduction of
the metallic thickness enhances the nonreciprocal MO effect in
the AM.
Such a nonreciprocal effect in kx can also be found in an
asymmetric structure formed by the metallic layer bounded by
a magnetic dielectric material at one side and by a nonmagnetic
dielectric with a different dielectric constant at the other. In
Fig. 8, we present the same results in Fig. 7 as an example;
but in this case, the ferromagnetic dielectric at one of the sides
of the metal is substituted by a nonmagnetic dielectric with a
higher dielectric constant (εd2 = 6.25).
As can be observed, the MO effect of the HIM is negligible
for thick layers because the mode is bounded at the interface
of the gold layer and the nonmagnetic dielectric medium,
and the penetration in the YIG is very small. The reduction
of the gold thickness increases the penetration of the HIM
into the magnetic dielectric, causing the enhancement of the
nonreciprocal shift for thin layers. On the other hand, the MO
effect in the LIM is approximately maintained up to the cutoff
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Fig. 8. Difference of kx when the magnetization is inverted [kx(M)−
kx(−M)] for a gold layer surrounded by YIGs at one side and a nonmagnetic
dielectric with a higher dielectric constant εd2 = 6.25 at the other side as a
function of the gold thickness.
thickness. If the MO dielectric medium has a higher dielectric
constant than the nonmagnetic dielectric, then the LIM shows a
negligible MO effect for thick layer; and the effect increases
as the thickness diminishes and the mode extends into the
MO medium. However, such an increase is more than an
order of magnitude weaker than the previous configuration.
Regarding the HIM, its MO effect is roughly maintained for
thick layers and begins to increase for thin layers, as the field
is concentrated at the interface of the gold and the magnetic
dielectric medium.
If we consider a ferromagnetic metal layer like Co sur-
rounded by two dielectric media without an MO activity instead
of considering a metal without an MO activity surrounded by
dielectrics with an MO activity, the MO effects are very similar.
The symmetric configuration, in which the ferromagnetic metal
is bounded by dielectrics with the same optical constants, is
equivalent to the case of a gold layer surrounded by two YIG
layers with the magnetization pointing in the same directions. In
the same way, the asymmetric configuration with a cobalt layer
bounded by dielectric layers with different dielectric constants
can be explained like the asymmetric gold configuration. The
only difference is found in the shape of the dispersion relations
due to the higher absorption of cobalt compared to gold.
In conclusion, in order to obtain nonreciprocal effects in-
duced by the magnetization in a wide range of thickness, the
existence of any kind of asymmetry is necessary in the dielectric
constants of the SPP waveguide or in the direction of the
magnetizations. Although the most confined modes within the
metal, which are the ones that show more attenuation, presents
the highest MO effects; it is possible to achieve long-range
modes while maintaining high MO effects, thus opening the
way to technological applications, as will be discussed in the
next section.
B. Longitudinal Magnetization
If the magnetization is in the longitudinal direction, that is,
the direction of propagation of the SPP, the dielectric tensor of
a magnetic material is given by
ε =

 ε 0 00 ε aM
0 −aM ε

 . (10)
As a consequence, the magnetization couples the y and the
z components of the electric field, impeding the separation of
the TE and the TM polarizations. Within this context, only the
symmetric configurations are considered, since the asymmetric
configuration can be figured out from the behavior of the
former.
The coupling induced by the magnetization gives rise to SPP
modes that have all the components of the electromagnetic
field; and therefore, the guided modes are not purely TM.
The dispersion relations of such modes are very similar to the
modes without magnetization, since the longitudinal magneti-
zation produces a very weak change in kx—this change being
reciprocal [28].
In the case of a ferromagnetic layer surrounded by nonmag-
netic dielectric media, the electromagnetic field distributions
of the SM and the AM modes are displayed in Fig. 9. In this
calculation, we have used the dielectric and the MO constants
of cobalt at a wavelength of 1500 nm, i.e., εm = −8.2 + 59.75i
and aM = −1.4858 + 0.9832i [24], and we have assumed that
the dielectric media surrounding the cobalt have a dielectric
constant εd = 2.13, which is similar to silicon oxide.
In this figure, the y and the z components of the magnetic
fields [Hy(z) and Hz(z)] are represented. The y component,
which corresponds to the TM part of the mode, exhibits the
usual field distribution of the SM and the AM. Thus, the SM
tends to extend into the dielectric, while the AM penetrates
deeper into the metal as the metal thickness diminishes. The
z component created by the magnetization have the same be-
havior as Hy(z) as a function of the metal thickness. However,
if the amplitude of Hz(z) at the interfaces of the metal is
compared with the amplitude of Hy(z), an enhancement of the
MO effect in the SM can be observed when the metal thickness
is reduced. Meanwhile, the z component of the AM is reduced
when the metallic thickness is diminished. Such behavior can
be computed as the rate Hz/Hy at the interface of the metal
and the dielectric as a function of the thickness of the metal as
represented in Fig. 10.
On the other hand, the field distributions of the SPP guided
modes when the MO activity is in the dielectric media and
the metal is nonmagnetic are presented in Fig. 11. The Hy(z)
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Fig. 9. Field distribution of Hy and Hz for a cobalt layer of 50 nm for the
AM and the SM in the longitudinal direction of the magnetization.
component again shows the normal behavior and the field
distribution of the SM and the AM; and then, the longitudinal
magnetization only produces a little diminution of the field
amplitude in this component. However, the nonTM component
Fig. 10. Rate Hy/Hz at the interface of the metal and the dielectric as a
function of the cobalt thickness.
Hz presents a completely different field distribution. Such a
component shows a minimum inside the metallic layer and
a maximum in each MO dielectric medium, followed by an
exponential decay, as shown in Fig. 11. Similarly, in the case
of the ferromagnetic metallic layer, the reduction of the metal
thickness enhances the amplitude of the MO component Hz in
the SM while the amplitude decreases in the AM.
In conclusion, contrary to the transversal configuration, the
MO effects in the longitudinal direction of the magnetization
are enhanced as the SPP mode is less confined into the metal.
Also, this effect is produced as well in the asymmetric con-
figurations of the dielectric layers. In this configuration, the
Hz component of the LIM increases as the metal layer is
reduced down to the cutoff thickness. However, such increase
is weaker than the symmetric configuration. The SPP modes
in the longitudinal direction of the magnetization have almost
the same propagation constant and attenuation as the equivalent
mode without magnetization. As a consequence, a metallic
layer can guide long-range SPP modes with low attenuation
even though they lose their TM character.
Finally, the MO effects when the magnetization lays in the z
direction (polar magnetization) are very similar to the effects in
the longitudinal magnetization but weaker; and therefore, they
will not be treated.
IV. APPLICATIONS
As have been seen in the previous section, there are con-
figurations that present high MO effects and long propagation
distances—offering the possibility of an envisaged technologi-
cal application.
In the transversal direction of the magnetization, the magni-
tude of an MO effect can be quantified representing the distance
necessary to achieve a π/2 phase difference (dπ/2) between a
forward and a backward traveling modes or, considering (9),
the distance to obtain the same phase difference when the
magnetization is reversed
dπ
2
=
π
2Re
[
k+x (M)− k−x (M)
]
=
π
2k0Re
[
k+x (M)− k+x (−M)
] . (11)
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This distance should be compared to the propagation distance
of the mode (dprop), which is given by
dprop =
1
2Im[kx]
. (12)
The transversal MO effect poses a technological interest as
soon as dprop > dπ/2. In this way, we found two interesting
arrangements in Section III. The first one is formed by a gold
layer surrounded by YIGs at both sides but with magnetizations
in opposite directions.
In such an arrangement, although the nonreciprocal phase
difference diminishes with the metallic film thickness, the
reduction of the attenuation loss is more important as can be
observed in Fig. 12(a). As a result, dprop > dπ/2 is achieved
below 20 nm.
This configuration of the magnetizations can be obtained
if the YIGs at both sides show different coercitive magnetic
fields. In this case, there will be a range of fields in which
the orientations of the magnetizations are antiparallel. Another
possibility could be found if one of the YIGs is coupled to
a hard magnetic layer with a high coercitivity. In both cases,
the external magnetic fields required will be low and can be
obtained with coils or permanent magnets.
Regarding the second arrangement, it is constituted by a gold
layer bounded at one side by a YIG and by a nonmagnetic
dielectric medium with a higher dielectric constant at the other
side. Then, the quantity of electromagnetic field in the MO
layer is approximately maintained while the fields stretch out
into the higher index layer as the metallic thickness is reduced.
As a consequence, the MO effect is conserved and diminishes
strongly the attenuation near the cutoff thickness, as shown
Fig. 12(b). Then, dprop > dπ/2 is reached in the proximity of
the cutoff thickness.
Therefore, in both arrangements, there are some film
thicknesses where dprop > dπ/2, which offer the opportunity
to envisage an active MO device based on SPPs (for exam-
ple, an isolator or a switch). The device could be similar
to the nonreciprocal Mach-Zehnder interferometer developed
for conventional optical waveguides [29]—replacing the optical
waveguides by, for instance, thin gold stripes. If the interfer-
ometer is asymmetric with a π/2 phase difference between the
branches, a nonreciprocal π/2 phase difference will produce a
constructive interference in a forward propagating mode and
a destructive interference for a backward mode. Also, the
inversion of the magnetization will produce the destructive
interference of the forward mode, which gives rise to an MO
SPP switch. This configuration of an isolator or a switch
based on plasmonic waveguides can show some advantages
compared to the same devices based on conventional integrated
optics as the possibility to generate the magnetic field required
to control the magnetization of the dielectric layers passing
current through the metal stripes. However, in the case of the
asymmetric configuration, the difficulty of working with an SPP
mode close to the cutoff must be taken into account. In such a
configuration, the roughness of the layers or the small defects
in the fabrication can produce the radiation of the LIM mode
Fig. 11. Field distribution of Hy and Hz for a gold layer of 10 nm for the
AM and the SM in the longitudinal direction of the magnetization.
into the dielectric layer with a higher dielectric constant—
inducing a strong diminution of the propagation distance of
the mode.
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Fig. 12. Distance necessary to obtain a π/2 phase shift in the transversal
configuration compared to the propagation distance of the SPP as a function
of the metallic thickness. (a) Metallic layer is surrounded by the same MO
medium with magnetizations in opposite directions. (b) Metallic layer presents
an MO dielectric medium at one side and a non-MO medium with a higher
refractive index at the other side.
Fig. 13. Transmitivity of the SPP through the structure shown in the inset as a
function of the metallic thickness when the magnetization is in the x direction
or in the y direction.
Finally, the results obtained in the longitudinal direction of
the magnetization suggest considering the propagation through
the guiding structure of the inset of Fig. 13—where the SPP
mode travels in a nonmagnetic metallic layer surrounded by
isotropic media, passes through a waveguide with MO activity
in the dielectric media and the magnetization in the direction of
propagation, and again passes to an isotropic media. At every
step discontinuity, there will be radiation losses [30], [31] of
which the intensity will depend on the amplitude of TE compo-
nents of the SPP mode. In Fig. 13, we present the transmitivity
of the mode through such a structure, which has been calculated
using a matrix formalism based on three points [32].
1) The general orthogonality relation obtained from the
reciprocity theorem [28]
(k′xν + kxn)
∫ ∫ (
E ′Tν(y, z)×HTn(y, z)
− ETn(y, z)×H ′Tν(y, z)
) · uxdydz = 0 (13)
where ETn and HTn are the transversal components of
the electric and magnetic fields of the SPP mode n of
the metallic layer, respectively. On the other hand, the
prime mode represents the SPP mode ν of the guiding
structure in a situation in which the dielectric tensors of
the MO media are transposed, i.e., with the magnetiza-
tions inverted. In such a situation, the metallic waveguide
is denoted as the complementary waveguide. In (13),
kxn and k′xν are the wave vectors of the SPP modes n
and ν of the normal and the complementary waveguides,
respectively, and ux represents the unitary vector in the x
direction.
2) The modal expansion of the transverse electromagnetic
fields within the metallic waveguide
ET =
M∑
n=0
(
an · E+Tn(y, z)eik
+
xnx
+ bn · E−Tn(y, z)eik
−
xnx
)
+ Erad
HT =
M∑
n=0
(
an ·H+Tn(y, z)eik
+
xnx
+ bn ·H−Tn(y, z)eik
−
xnx
)
+Hrad (14)
where {E+Tn,H+Tn} and {E−Tn,H−Tn} are the transverse
components of the electromagnetic fields of the nonra-
diative modes in the forward and backward directions of
propagation, respectively, while Erad and Hrad represent
the radiative modes of the metallic guiding structure.
3) The continuity of the tangential components of such
electromagnetic fields at both sides of the discontinuity
(Ey , Ez , Hy , and Hz).
With these expressions, the electromagnetic fields at both
sides of the MO metallic waveguide of Fig. 13 can be related,
and this relation can be expressed in the matrix form [32].
With these relations, the transmitivity and the reflectivity of
the SPP modes can be calculated. In the calculations, we have
first assumed that the MO waveguide has a length of 1 µm,
that all the dielectric media have the same diagonal dielectric
constants, and that the metallic thickness is maintained in the
whole structure. The optical and MO parameters are those of
YIG and gold for 1.5 µm. Second, we assume that only the
SM arrives at the interface of the first isotropic waveguide; and
finally, we neglect the coupling of the radiative modes at the
discontinuities. This assumption can be considered since the
discontinuities in the dielectric constants are very weak.
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For thick layers, the SPP mode shows strong attenuation
since the electromagnetic field is more localized in the metal
region and, as a consequence, the TE components of this mode
induced by the MO activity of the dielectric layers are small.
However, for thinner layers (below 20 nm), the electromagnetic
field spreads into the dielectric layers while the TE components
of the SPP mode increase—inducing an MO effect that begins
to be more important than the attenuation of the metallic layer.
Such a behavior produces a reduction of the transmitivity due to
the radiation losses at the discontinuities, as shown in Fig. 13.
If the magnetization of the structure is rotated up to the
transversal configuration, the radiation losses disappear be-
cause, in this configuration, the SPP mode recovers its TM
character (Fig. 13). Therefore, a rotating magnetization within
the xy plane will induce a modulation of the transmitivity of
the SPP—an effect that can be enhanced by the addition of more
discontinuities. Moreover, this rotation allows the control of the
emission of the radiation at the discontinuities.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented the MO effects in SPP modes
guided by metal layers as a function of the metallic thickness
for different orientations of the magnetization.
We have shown within the transversal direction of the mag-
netization that, when the configuration of the dielectric media
and the magnetizations are symmetric, the nonreciprocal MO
effects produced at a single interface are cancelled by the
interaction of the SPP at both interfaces of the metallic layer.
Then, to obtain a nonreciprocal effect, the existence of any
asymmetry between the dielectric layers is necessary, either in
the dielectric constant or in the magnetization. Moreover, the
MO effect is enhanced as the SPP modes are more confined
into the metal and tends to zero as the modes converge to the
solution of a plane wave. However, it is possible to find long-
range modes while maintaining high nonreciprocal shifts in the
dispersion relation.
Regarding the longitudinal direction of magnetization, we
have demonstrated that non-TM modes can be guided by a
metallic layer with almost same dispersion relation and prop-
agation losses as the guiding structure without magnetization.
In this case, the non-TM components of the electromagnetic
field are enhanced as the modes are less bounded to the metal.
Finally, we have shown that strong MO effects can be ob-
tained for the long-range modes. Different configurations have
been analyzed, which show the possibility to design new active
optical devices based on SPPs.
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